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Math tutoring whiteboard tools for realtime collaboration

Online Whiteboard for Math Tutoring
Why Ziteboard is ideal for math tutoring? Ziteboard is a simple online tool for sketching and drawing
together in teamwork. It is optimized for instant, stable access and user experience. The main scenarios
are:
I’m on the tablet with someone on a vide-oconference and we want to take plan together. We have to
brainstorm together. I just share whiteboard, give everyone the access link, and we’re working together
instantly. We have a mutual whiteboard for our project plan, design tasks. We have another board for our
educational overview. You can use it as if traditional whiteboard or ip chart on the wall. What’s the
difference other similar collaboration tools? It is simple and intuitive. Anybody can use it without
guideline, since it just emulates a whiteboard with pens and stickynotes. What are the key features of
ziteboard Whiteboard?
Drawing, sketching, doodles
Writing, editing text
Moving, zooming, draging, moving sticky notes around
drag and drop images, posting pictures and links
export the whole board as image or png or svg or ziteboard format
Export images in email, a picture of your board
Undo and redo changes & go back to olderer version of your board
Presentation mode read-only sharing: letting other people see but not edit your board
Password-protected boards
For voice chat, videochat use Skype, phone, Google Hangouts, google Talk. All these features is ideal for
math tutoring, especially when you teach mathematics online as a math tutor.
Ziteboard, the best online whiteboading tool is primarily a tool for writing and drawing together. To keep
things simple. Currently it is follow the freemium model. That is, the basic version with all essential
features will still be free, while a premium version will be available to those who want more advanced
features such as in nite many boards, password-protecte boards, history, more ne-grained access
control, long-lived whiteboards.
With this type of software, several people can work on the image at the same time, each seeing changes
the others make in near-real time.

Whiteboards Online for Free
https://ziteboard.com/math-tutoring-whiteboard-collaboration/
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Ziteboard is the primarily tool for writing and drawing together. To keep things simple. Currently it is
follow the freemium model: actually it is one of the whiteboards online for free. That is, the basic
version with all essential features will still be free, while a premium version will be available to those who
want more advanced features such as in nite many boards, password-protecte boards, history, more
ne-grained access control, long-lived whiteboards. For math tutoring we recommend the Pro version.

Online Drawing Board
It’s work ow is seamless, no ddling aroun, one click to create your board, one link to get your friends in.
It is also suf cient and efffective and productive just enough features to enable you to write and doodle
together on the online drawing board. Log in as user to enter the site, create a whiteboard, invite his
friends, and start collaborating. You can nd better drawing tools, but not better sketching tool that
provide collaborative text editing. Text editing is very intuitive not text box just click and start typing.

Whiteboard Online
If you need to create a concept or brainstorm with your team remotely, you will need a whiteboard
online. Ziteboard is a web whiteboard that serves as a whiteboard with features that include
image sharing, visual feedbacks, scribbles, live meetings and more.

Web Whiteboard
Our user said: as a Math tutor I highly recommend https://ziteboard.com as a live web whiteboard for
Math tutoring.
It is a web whiteboard app that lets you use your tablet or smartphone to easily draw sketches,
collaborate with others and share them with the world. Works on all browsers.

Virtual Whiteboard
It is a whiteboard software as it makes the entire desktop screen a virtual whiteboard. Zite Board App
gives users a free way to collaborate and interact with others through a virtual whiteboard.Share a
virtual whiteboard in real-time using any modern web browser.

https://ziteboard.com/math-tutoring-whiteboard-collaboration/
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Online Whiteboard for math Tutors
It is a whiteboard software as it makes the entire desktop screen a virtual whiteboard. Zite Board App
gives users a free way to collaborate and interact with others through a virtual whiteboard.Share a
virtual whiteboard in real-time using any modern web browser.

Online White Board
Some other external links and images about mathematics education with Ziteboard:
Ziteboard on ickr — for example look at this math lesson (calculus) took online with Ziteboard +
Skype on ipad + stylus.
Ziteboard on Pinterest — for example look at this Ziteboard teach mathematics distance learning
image.
Check out our of cial help desk site for Math Tutoring gallery on Zendesk.
Blog: Online whiteboard for math tutors.

Skype Whiteboard
In skype whiteboard session, you can use a whiteboard when you are in a meeting to illustrate what you
are talking about or use it for brainstorming. With a whiteboard you can type notes, draw, or import
images.
When your meeting is over, you can save the Whiteboard with the data from the participants’
collaboration. It is a great tool when you want to set up a collaborative space in a couple of seconds.
You don’t need to sign up for an account or share any personal details to try it out.
How do I use a virtual whietboard in skype whiteboard? Ziteboard as a real-time virtual whiteboard to
share ideas among a virtual team, regardless of where they are or what kind of computers they have. All
you (and your collaborators) need is an internet connection and, at a minimum, a web browser.
What is the best whiteboard application for Skype? Inviting an expert in another location to chat to your
students via Skype while sharing the whiteboard in the front of the room with them. Help a student with
homework after school by sketching on a common whiteboard or have students help each other.
https://ziteboard.com/math-tutoring-whiteboard-collaboration/
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External links with referring to Ziteboards:
What is the best online whiteboard?
Cross-platform whiteboard for online collaboration

https://ziteboard.com/math-tutoring-whiteboard-collaboration/
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https://ziteboard.com/math-tutoring-whiteboard-collaboration/
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